Minutes of the Literary Club, September 15, 2014
President Mike Kremzar welcomed sixty-six members and five guests to the first meeting of
the new year, and set out to handle the business of our long summer break. He invited five
new members (Baechtold, Davis, Scott, Strange, and Friedman) to step forward to sign the
Constitution.
Moving to sombre news, he announced that two members, Joe Levinson and Bill
Friedlander, had died during our summer pause, as had former member Warren Bennis.
For these there was a standing moment of silence. President Kremzar requested
volunteers to form committees to write memorials for the deceased.
It was announced that Honorary Member Charles Carothers has been hospitalized in
exceedingly serious condition.
Mike announced the resignations from the Club of Carl Iseman (for business reasons), Chris
Miller, Albert Pyle, P.G. Sittenfeld, and Stan Block, and that Gareth Howell has been moved
to Associate Status. He noted the resignation of Paul Franz from his position of Trustee,
which will require the Board to appoint two trustees, one to Paul’s term and the other to
Bill Friedlander’s.
Conservator Ed Burdell reported on Building issues. Mike Kremzar, as presidents are wont
to do, has selected “pizza surprise” as the color of the front door. A group led by David
Edmundson has reviewed Club sound systems and recording capabilities, and will report to
the Board. A large piece of limestone has been installed at the entrance to our alley, to
discourage trailer trucks from crushing our shrubbery. Finally, Ed reported that we may be
in the market for a new roof for the “house” section of our building in the near future.
And then the paper….
It is difficult to imagine that in a center of civility and unquestioned good government such
as our beloved Queen City, “widespread intense disgust with the justice system and politics
[could] set the stage for a riot” in which the city’s courthouse would be torched, fifty-six
would die, and more than 300 would be injured. This is the story that Stephen Strauss
spun in his fifth paper, entitled “Cincinnati Riot.”
The riot, lasting several days had as its immediate cause the public outrage over the results
of the trial of a self-confessed teen-aged murderer, who with an accomplice, on Christmas
Eve, killed a Cincinnati business proprietor for $285, a significant sum in 1883. One of the
young men, - the sort “with the bad habits of so many over-the-Rhine boys who attend
dances, picnics and concert halls,” was white, the other wasn’t. One had a renowned and
well-connected defense attorney, the other didn’t. And, one was hanged and the other
wasn’t. I’ll leave it for you to guess which was which. Stephen ably narrates the killing, the
attempted burning of the jailhouse, destruction of the courthouse, an attempted lynching,
and the attacks on jurors and the defense attorney; and, in an aside, he wonders about what
transforms crowds into mobs.
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Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, September 22, 2014
There were fifty members and six guests on hand to witness Robert Olson signing the
Constitution.
The Club haberdasher, Gibby Carey, announced an ample supply of club ties available for
purchase from him at $40/per. Gibby warned that the supply of bow ties is very limited.
There is now a Club Kindle on which will be loaded books published by members.
It was announced that a violin chair for the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra has been
indowed in the names of Bob and Ann Dorsey.
The president reported that Jim Durham has resigned from the Club, for health reasons,
and encouraged members to contact Jim.
Although about 50 members heard Richard Hague’s first paper, “Food & Memory,” the
other 50 didn’t. They won’t make that mistake again.
Illustrating the art of the essayist-memoirist, Richard relates stories of a half-remembered
meal in the presence of William Least Heat Moon, about his inability to reproduce his
grandmother Hague’s ham loaf, “a salty-sweet concoction with a most lusciously pink
interior, its glazy top drizzled with pineapple juice, the whole thing set out steamingly
fragrant on a long white dish…,” and a temporarily life changing seduction by means of
grilled cheese and tomato sort-of-homemade tomato soup. This latter adventure lands
Richard eventually in bed with a tall, blue-eyed blond of his dreams, who turns out to be
not really blond and not so dreamy after all.
But that’s how memory works — for the eyewitness, for the essayist and memoirist. The
facts tend to change over time to fit the story we want to tell. As Richard concludes: “I
cannot deny that I have, perhaps, slanted some of this, including my descriptions and
characterizations of the people involved, in such a way as to create a livelier read, to hell
with the actual facts, (whatever “facts” may be to a memoirist, adrift in a sea of
uncertainty).”
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, September 29, 2014
Fifty-one members and seven guests were present for Richard Wendell’s budget
presentation, with papers by Richard Hunt and Mike Kremsar, as well. But first, there was
a brief report by Harry Santen on the placement of Bill Friedlander’s ashes at a favorite
fishing spot on the Yellowstone River. There was also an update on the condition of
Charles Carothers, who is now in an Alzheimer’s facility.
After the papers, the president reported the Board’s appointment of two new trustees: Ted
Silberstein to serve until June 2015 and Jerry Kathman until 2017.
The theme of the Budget presentation was Non-profits and Richard Hunt led off with a
three-part paper entitled “Not for Profit.” Part one was about the regrettable fall of
athletics from the original Olympics where for the track and field, boxing, wrestling and
equestrian events in which the reward for victory was an olive branch and hometown
pride, whereas today it is money that rules from the Olympics right down to Richard’s least
favorite sport, professional wrestling. It is clear throughout that Richard’s heart is in
wrestling, and not professional wrestling, which he says “bears resemblance to a
hyperthyroid circus troupe infiltrated by a cross-dressing burlesque act….”
Part two concerns lawyers and MBAs, the good ones and the bad. Lawyers whom Richard
sees as “serv[ing] to cloud, confuse, and unclarify documents, directions, and the smallprint details in order to hide the bad guys behind a wall of gibberish and mumbo-jumbo,”
while the MBAs re-label failure as “non-success.”
Part three is about patrons of the arts who have over the ages made it possible for artists to
create: Shakespeare, Mozart, daVinci, and Beethoven each respectively supported by
patrons, and on up to the present day when even Richard’s Publishing house, at a time
when it was in a not-for-profit status, needed and found patrons, as well.
Mike Kremsar’s paper, entitled “COOKS!” presents the thirteen-year history of the
FreeStoreFoodBank’s “Cincinnati COOKS!” program, which in ten weeks takes underprivileged and under-trained people to train as professional cooks, and to teach [them]
“what it means to have a job, produce food, and prepare them for the action of heat in a
kitchen --- and life.” In addition, a fringe benefit of the program is that it helps to feed
students in an after-school program, serving, at times, over 1,000 meals a day.
Cincinnati COOKS started out in a small rented kitchen and with the modest goals of 70%
graduation rate and 50% employment within a year of graduation, but has actually
experienced a 90% graduation rate and 80% employment rate within six months of
graduation, and a whopping 90% within a year.
Mike relates the inspiring struggles and success stories of three recent graduates of the
program and its effects on their lives as well as their careers, and spins the story of
graduation day and the excitement and pride it brings to families and volunteers alike.
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Can you spell “philanthrocapitalism?” Or define it? Well, that’s what Richard Wendel did in
his paper entitled “Social Enterprise and Strategic Philanthropy.” Richard explains “social
impact investing,” which encourages “private philanthropy and foundations to behave like
active investors looking for the social returns of positive outcomes and impacts.” He
explains the the goal of this sort of investing is to generate revenue by commercializing
non-profit products and services. He suggests that many for-profit corporations can
qualify as non-profits and vice versa, giving as examples The Delancy Street Project in San
Francisco that “turns drug addicts and criminals into artisans, first teaching them
vocational building skills and then employing them in home-building and rehabbing
projects.” Delancy Street accepts no handouts. He cites highly profitable hospitals and even
Goodwill, which could make it either way. If hospitals are non-profit, where does the
building boom and the American Hospital Association’s $100 million annual budget come
from?
Richard examines for-profit/non-profit partnerships and wraps up by looking at the
problem that occurs when “an organization does not reconcile its mission with its social
enterprise, and become enamored with commerce at the expense of social values.”
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, October 6, 2014
As President Mike Kremzar rapped the gavel, fifty-two members and eight guests gathered,
and learned that Jack Lindy is suffering from pneumonia, but progressing well. Tony
Covatta reported that he had discovered, at the Drew Law Firm, an album of photos of the
Literary Club from approximately 1980, but that he has no information on who may have
produced it. The album, which shows that not much has changed in 35 years, has been
deposited in the Club Library.
Treasurer Bill Sena reported that “our operating budget is nicely on track and our funds are
performing well”, with expenses running comfortably below forecast. The Club has liquid
assets of almost $800,000 in the Riveschel, Curry, and Asbury funds, with 68% of the
endowment fund in stocks, 30% in bonds, and 2% in cash reserves.
Jim Miller has joined Tom Bennet, Mike Kremzar, and Bill Sena on the investment
committee.
Then the paper….
“Hey, hey, LBJ! How many kids did you kill today?” These chilling words come early in
Gordon Christenson’s paper entitled “Once is Almost Too Much.” Gordon’s story, rich in
detail, is of a time in 1970, following the Kent State killings and the Viet Nam war protests,
that shut down universities around the country, but not the University of Oklahoma.
Gordon’s story involves taking his young family, some willing, some not so willing, from
Washington, D.C. to Norman, Oklahoma to serve as special Assistant to his friend J. Herbert
Hollomon, who would be president of the University of Oklahoma, and to serve on the
faculty of the School of Law.
While other University Presidents were hunkering down and closing their universities in
the face of protests and riots, Holloman and Christenson keep the university open, in spite
of the pressure of a politically ambitious Oklahoma governor. Things grew tense, so tense
that buildings are threatened with conflagration. But just as hoped, it works out.
Gordon follows up with brief notes on the lives of the main characters, and with a
particularly painful note on his daughter’s suicide.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, October 13, 2014
Forty-four members and three guests were welcomed by president Mike Kremzar, who
reminded the group of the upcoming Anniversary Dinner on October 27 (Black tie, no
guests). He also remarked on the faithfulness of some of our Associate members, who
regularly present papers at the Club, such as David Cave, this night’s presenter.
David Cave was ambivalent about stained glass windows, as he told us in his paper entitled
“The Deeds of Light.” On the one hand, he was “awed by their beauty, their lustrous power,
their complex designs, and artistry.” On the other hand, he saw them as mere museum
pieces, anachronistic relics. But that was before he was asked to write an essay on the
American stained glass artist, John La Farge, for Boston College’s McMullen Museum, David
came “to regard stained glass differently and to respect enormously La Farge’s protean
talent, his art, his innovativeness, his creativity, and his expansive vision….” The 62
footnotes of his paper, if nothing else, demonstrate the depth of his newly found
commitment to the subject.
David’s paper takes us through the colorful visions, perhaps unappreciated, that most of us
have as we look out our windows of a morning, he relates a bit of the science behind color
perception, notes the invention of glass and of stained glass, and the purpose of stained
glass, to “delight in the beauty of the house of God, the multicolor loveliness of the gems….”
He reminds us also of the didactic nature of stained glass, causing it, from time to time to
have been destroyed, as when its message may match up with the wrong church or the
wrong dogma. He takes us into the artistic evolution of John Lafarge, his painting and his
glass.
He shares with us the contrasting visions of light of Newton and Goethe, the methods by
which the glass is colored, and which glass is truly stained glass, and which isn’t.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, October 20, 2014
President Mike Kremzar greeted 51 members and three guests, reminding us of next
week’s black-tie celebration of the 165th Anniversary of the Literary Club.
There was a moment of silence after Mike informed the group of the death of 98 year old
Chuck Judd, a member of the Club for 45 years. The committee for Chuck’s Memorial will
be chaired by Ed Burdell.
Dick Hague will read from his award winning During The Recent Extinctions, October 23,
Northern Kentucky University. Dale Flick will manage the music portion of this year’s
holiday party.
With a rapid-fire and rousing presentation, Jim Barone delivered his first paper, “Title
Intentionally Omitted.” “So, what’s the title?”, asks Costello.“Title Intentionally Omitted,”
says Abbott. “Title Intentionally Omitted?” “Exactly!”
Barone argues in this paper that the titles that people strive for: titles like president,
governor, doctor, and professor, are in fact less important than the titles we simply come
by in the natural course of life. John the bartender, over the course of many years became
dear to Jim, as friend, confidant, counsellor, more important perhaps than the many more
distinguished and titled customers he had served over the bar at the Kenwood Country
Club.
Then there was Jim’s great-grandfather Frederico, who climbed the ladder of importance in
a life of crime, in Italy. But deported to the United States, Frederico achieved much as an
almost anonymous stone cutter, and, presumably, family man.
And finally came Barone’s own father, a man of humble beginnings and a humble end of
whom Jim would say, in eulogy: “Father, best friend, devoted husband, trusted colleague,
teacher and student.” How do those titles stack up against the ones we fight over, as Bush
fought with Gore. And, Jim concludes, “The titles that really matter are those granted
generously, without preconditions, by friends, lovers, partners. They are granted privately,
in the repose of one another’s company, a quiet whisper, a knowing glance.”
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, October 27, 2014
President Kremsar welcomed 56 members and a singular guest, Albert Pyle, to the
celebration of the Literary Club’s 165th Anniversary. There was a salute to George
Rieveschl, who’s bequest provided fine wines for the night’s festive dinner, and, afterwards,
applause for the Ranieri brothers and the staff who provided and served hors d’oeuvres
and dinner.
In accord with tradition, Robert Vitz provided an excellent Historian’s paper, entitled “ An
Adventurous Man: John Marshall Newton.” Newton, who ended his life, quite literally
ended it, sitting at his librarian’s desk in the Mercantile Library, was a college dropout who
thought algebra incomprehensible, but claimed to have read Gibbon three times by the age
of sixteen. In the early 1800s he travelled to Buffalo, Cleveland, and Cincinnati. Then, on
the way to search for gold in California, his canal boat caught fire, providing a hint of
romance with “a very attractive, dark-eyed young lady,” whom he rescued. As his trip west
continues, his wagon train meets, Indians, a buffalo stampede, lightening storms, near
death from thirst in the Nevada desert, and nearly impassible mountains. He goes to San
Francisco, Ecuador, Hawaii, and Chili. He travels to Canada, Des Moins, and Omaha, and
tries many careers, before finally settling in Cincinnati, where, still only thirty years old, he
worked in insurance and then county government, and then as Mayor of College Hill, and
finally Librarian of the Mercantile Library, and, of course, he joined the Literary Club.
In my view, there are far too few stories about the derring-do of librarians.
Finally, President Mike Kremzar showed himself to be a bit of a historian too. In his
president’s address he tells of a 240 year old club in Philadelphia with some customs
similar to ours, and others that we may want to consider adopting, like requiring new
members to stand on a stool and sing bawdy songs, or to open a bottle of champaign with a
sword. Mike tells us that “the real history of our club and many like it starts with The Club
in London in 1764…. led by Samuel Johnson and Joshua Reynolds as well as notables
Edmund Burke and Oliver Goldsmith. That Club also met on Monday nights at 7pm,
initially at the Turk’s Head Inn. Their toast and motto was ‘Esto perpetua’ or ‘Let it be
perpetual.’” Sadly, perpetual it was not falling victim to WWII.
But drawing on the history of that first “Literary Club,” Mike urges us “to focus on the
conviviality, excellence of thought, and willingness to join in healthy discourse that
characterized Samuel Johnson’s club.” This, Mike suggests, should insure our perpetuity.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, November 3, 2014
Fifty-four members and six guests answered the call of President Kremzar’s gavel. After
the evening’s paper and the reading of the minutes for October, James Nordlund was
elected to membership, on the recommendation of Richard Wendell and others.
Paul Shortt’s, “A Tale of Three Cities,” is about Detroit, Detroit, and Detroit, two of them, the
Detroit of today, — the “…building and re-building; innovation and investments; creativity
and inspiration; energy and vision…,” but also “the mean poverty of spirit and
neighborhoods — poverty of infrastructure, ideas, hope, means, and abilities….” And then
there is the “grandest of times,” or the “golden years, with its innovations, innovators, and
booms that led up to its successes, its life, its reputation - all memories and nostalgia now.
Paul’s paper is the story of Detroit told by one who loves this city, cleverly written, in part
as if in response to an email from a friend and fellow Detroit native. It is often poetic, as
when he discusses the wonderful cars it produced, or the years of World War II. Permit me
to read just a few of his lines about worst times,
“Far fewer houses now, and the lots are mostly vacant. And the vacant lots now
spread to entire blocks - and the blocks now spread to vast acres — acres of high
weeds, entire square miles of weeds, where once-neat shrubs grow to tall shaggy
trees - where the scattered, few blackened houses suggest rotted teeth.”
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, November 10, 2014
There was quite a full-house with 62 members (a couple of whom had to sit on the stairs)
and 13 guests, when president, Mike Kremzar gaveled us together and announced that Lou
Prince was in the hospital, but would soon be released, therefrom. There was a standing
moment of silence for those honored by Veterans Day.
Harry Santen delivered a Memorial for Bill Friedlander, now deceased, a Literary Club
member since 1991.
Just about 500 years ago now, Thomas More published his little book entitled Utopia, which
book has spawned five centuries of discussion that now includes Bill Burleigh’s paper of
the same title. Bill had read Utopia as an undergraduate and was stumped as to the
answers to the questions More had posed. Reading the book again, in more mature years
and with his curiosity in part driven by his coverage as a reporter of two Utopian
experiments in Indiana, now Bill wrestles more successfully with the complexity.
Bill opines that More’s champion of utopian thinking, Hythloday,
“fits an all-too-familiar pattern of those who appear on the stage with
their telltale utopian twists of thinking, seeking to explain all of society’s ills as
stemming from one particular institution or source. In their enthusiasm for an
easy, single answer, they see nothing but their own goal while ignoring the
obvious costs.”
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, November 17, 2014
On a snowy evening when many less hardy groups had cancelled their plans for the
evening, fifty-three members and six guests gathered to witness James Nordlund signing
the Constitution.
President Mike Kremzar announced the resignation of two members: Arnold Schrier, for
health reasons, and Lou Witten, because of his relocation to Florida.
Jack Leibold delivered his second paper, and as promised in its title, it was “Not for the
Squeamish.” The tale is told in a series of letters from Abbot Maurice to his brother, written
between January and June of 1348, as the Black Death begins to strike the village, and then takes
its terrible toll. The plague is attributed to a misalignment of stars and planets or to god’s just
wrath at sinners. The only protection — perhaps obedience to the commandments.
Jack writes of the terrible symptoms, the pain, the swelling, the gore, the bodies carted to the
river and deposited there, and the courage of the doctors and despair of priests in the face of the
unexplained suffering that has enveloped all.
Jack wonders, at the end, whether 500 years from now our own principles of science will seem
as primitive as the medieval science available during the Plague now seems to us, whether we
will then seem to have been as blind as 14th century scientists now seem to us.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, November 24, 2014
Fifty-two members and five guests attended November’s final meeting. President Kremzar
commented on the 1951 Life Magazine article on the Literary Club, now available in the
Library and on the gift of a copier provided by Lew Gatch.
Finally, Mike reminded the assembled members of the deadline for contributions to the
holiday gift for Club Steward, Nico Ranieri.
The budget began with Jack Lindy’s story “Of Ducks and Ponies,” told skillfully in the
unmistakeable style of Damon Runyon. Chutzpah alone gets J.D. Lindy and his wife a
table at Lindy’s restaurant, which they luckily share with Damon Runyon and his friend
Walter Winchell. The year is 1937, and Freddie Lindy is pregnant — Runyon predicts a
girl. Five years later, Jack’s father J.D. plays with children and gambles to the exasperation
of his wife, losing a substantial bet on a race between five year old boys, one of whom was
Jack, not a girl after all. Jack has mastered Runyon’s style and used it greatly to our
entertainment.
Tony Covatta’s Paper “Mightier than the Sword,” is written largely in the form of letters
from a bustling young Cincinnati, where the Semi-colon club met Monday nights, as we do,
but with both men and women as members — at which assertion, a dark cloud seemed to
pass overhead. The Semi-colon club provided encouragement and an outlet to member
Harriet Beecher Stowe, whose portrait Tony suggests should hang in our chamber.
The final letter, Tony avers, was sent recently to him by Harriet herself from her current
residence, The Empyrean. This letter pokes gentle fun at the efforts of literarians when
compared with her own literary work, and reflects upon our recent decision to continue
the single gender tradition of the Literary Club, a decision that both Tony and Harriet
regret.
The third paper, also by Jack Lindy, was another successful experiment with style, entitled
“Rotating.” It is a brief story, told in partial sentences spoken by a wounded American
soldier (Afghanistan? Iraq?). It is easier to quote than to describe:
Can’t hear anything …I’m going to black out…is this what dying is like?...,
something going on around me…in a ditch…thrown thirty feet from our
humvee…can’t move…pain…body not working…then… blackness.
It was as moving as it was brief - 819 well-chosen words.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, December 1, 2014
Fifty-one members and eleven guests gathered at the sound of the gavel. Mike Kremzar
reminded the members that the holiday gala and last meeting of 2014 will begin at 5:30 on
December 15.
Mike then introduced Joe Tomain, who read his 11th paper, entitled “The Shortest Decade,”
the title of which refers to the five years between the assassination of John F. Kennedy in
November of 1963 and the election of Richard M. Nixon in November of 1968, as Joe put it,
“between the bullet and the ballot.” Joe describes the Johnson years of bi-partisanship, tax
cuts, the War on Poverty, the Job Corps, Vista, Work Study, and the Community Action
Program and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Viet-nam, the free speech movement, the protests, the
music, poetry and theater. The good stuff and the bad stuff, the assassinations of Bobby
Kennedy and Martin Luther King, the disillusionment and the anger, and the riots, and finally the
reestablishment of order, as it were, under Richard Nixon. No more dancing in the streets.
That’s the way it goes with people’s revolutions, Joe suggests.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, December 8, 2014
Once again there were many guests, nine of them joining fifty-four members, as President
Mike Kremzar called us together. Mike announced that two more of Fred McGavran’s short
stories have been published and are available online. He reminded the members of the
steward’s holiday gift and the necessity to get contributions for that purpose to Treasurer
Bill Sena.
He next introduced Polk Laffoon, who brought his third paper, entitled “Incan Gold.”
If Polk Laffoon ever asks you to go for a walk, you may be a bit flattered, but — don’t you do
it. His paper recounts, in part, a walking tour that he made with his two sons. Here’s a hint
why you might want to hesitate: “To prepare for the trip, I was told, I would need to sustain
my target heart rate of 135 for 30 minutes on the treadmill. I would need to drink so much
water that my urine would run clear.” The trip was to Machu Picchu, and to explore Incan
culture and to see Incan ruins. Any of us might have wanted to go, by bus perhaps. But
Polk’s hike up to Machu Picchu in 9,000 to 14, 000 feet of elevation is almost beyond belief.
Let me quote a bit: “On the fourth day of our trip, as we were hiking the last seven miles of
the famed Inca trail toward Machu Picchu, and we were nearly there, the steepest stairway
I’ve ever seen suddenly loomed out of the undergrowth. J.C. [his guide] was quick to
explain: ’They’re called the Oh-my-God stairs. I think you can see why.’(I surmounted them
using both hands and feet – a common solution for tired trekkers.)”
There is much in Polk’s story about the shameful behavior of the 16th Century Spanish
invaders who destroyed in a short time a sophisticated 2500 mile long Incan empire which
included the largest city in the Americas at the time and “thousands of miles of paved
roads.” There is also the story of Hiram Bingham’s early 20th Century exploration and
discovery All of it is troubling and interesting. I won’t attempt to duplicate it here, but if
you didn’t hear it, you will want to read it; and if you did hear it, you might want to read it
anyway.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, December 15, 2014
On the Club’s last night of 2014, the 15th an earlier than usual date, necessitated by an
upcoming Monday Night Football game at Paul Brown Stadium, sixty-four members and
two guests arrived to the joyful sounds of brass, and the passing of hors d’oeuvres and
drinks. There were the usual holiday songs, nine of which were sung by the assembled
members, on the promise by President Mike Kremzar that they were not being recorded, a
dubious promise in the face of David Edmondson’s recording device.
There was a sumptuous feast of turkey and trimmings.
Mike thanked and distributed gifts to our Steward Nico and his Assistant Carl, to which the
members added their thanks in the form of enthusiastic applause. He also introduced and
thanked the officers of the Literary Club.
The three trustee papers were presented, with Jerry Kathman and Tom Murphy each
reading their own, and then Jerry reading the paper of Ted Silberstein, who was unable to
attend.
In “Christmas at Sea,” Jerry took a gentle swipe at the all-male membership policy of the
Literary Club, by predicting a day when both male and female members would look back at
his paper, but he failed to venture a guess at the century in which this might occur. His
paper, inspired by the fact that he had recently been to Nantucket, was filled by thoughts of
sea-faring terms the original meanings of which are mostly forgotten now. He ended with a
poem by Robert Louis Stevenson, a favorite of Jerry’s and perhaps now a favorite of many
in the room. The poem is about the Christmas eve struggle of a sailing ship’s crew to avoid
death, as they were storm-driven far too close to land. When they had finally turned the
ship about and headed for the safety of the open sea once more, all aboard except one sailor
rejoiced, for him (I quote):
But all that I could think of, in the darkness and the cold,
Was just that I was leaving home and my folks were growing old.
Tom Murphy’s paper, “Received Gifts,” was a reflection on the anticipation many of us felt
as children, of Christmas gifts we hoped to receive. Many of us, no doubt, carefully
examined the toy section of the Sears Catalog as Tom did, searching out the pricy gifts we
might get. But then, Tom remembers a long ago winter and an elderly neighbor, Dr.
Gyorgy, who patiently and ineffectually attempted to put out a car engine fire in his snowy
driveway, by repeatedly carrying pitchers of water out of the house to pour over the
engine. The old doctor, thereafter, has a Christmas party for his neighbors, during which he
lights candles on his Christmas tree, reminding all present of the recent car fire and putting
them at the ready to douse a burning tree with their drinks, but sparking instead only
Tom’s gratitude for the sharing of ancient family tradition, a gift without cost but of
inestimable value.
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Ted Silberstein’s paper, a candidate for the Longest Title of the Year award, was entitled
“They Tried to Kill Us; We Won; Let’s Eat, or Christmas in Hanukkah, Hanukkah in
Christmas.” It is a paper that celebrates the closeness of cultures.
Why are two Jewish ladies decorating a Christmas tree and on a Christmas morning giving
presents to a young Ted Silberstein, who was pretty sure until this time that he was Jewish?
Ted’s paper looks at the celebrations of Christmas and Hannukah, explaining the latter. He
discusses the assimilation of German Jews that led many to adopt the ancient European
Tannenbaum tradition as a secular tradition, and the different traditions of Jews who
immigrated to America from other parts of Europe, where relations between Jews and
Christians took different forms. He treasures the ornaments passed down over the years
through his own family, the traditions go Hannukah, and those of his own children, who
were raised Roman Catholic.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, January 5, 2015
There were forty-four members and four guests in attendance on the first Monday evening
of 2015. Two members of the Cincinnati Parking Meter Patrol were roaming outside,
writing tickets to the unwary, on the first Monday night of new parking regulations.
President Kremzar asked for a moment of silence for former member Leonard Meranus,
recently deceased. He noted a gift to the Club Library by Richard Hunt of the Collected
Papers of Judge Spiegel, and announced the Board’s approval of Associate Membership for
Howard Lodge.
David Edmundson brought his paper, “Hip Replacement.” David found music in the regular
“ka-chunk” of Delco’s punch press as he worked his way through college. In fact he
found music everywhere.
So why was a college boy staying at a tiresome, irksome job when he could
have been climbing a corporate ladder, or grinding through grad school,
settling in the suburbs, marrying and producing two-point-seven children and
living up to the expectations of his family and community? …. my hunger to be
hip. Can you dig it?
The paper describes the origins of the terms jive, hip, and dig, their travel in slave
ships to American shores, and their evolution through American music, into what
David sees as their current too-close association with wealth and power, which, since
“hip” is properly on the outside, suggests the need for a “hip replacement.”

Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, January 12, 2015
There were 51 members and six guests. President Kremzar announced the resignation of
Steve Marine, and the hospitalization of Howard Thom. Howard is doing well has returned
home.
Tom Cuni brought his second paper, entitled “Mine War.”
Although Tom had every opportunity to live out his life as a coal miner in the West Virginia
hills, inexplicably, he gave all that up to study and to practice law. The war of Tom’s title
was over the effort in the early 20th Century to unionize the coal mines of southern West
Virginia, as those of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Northern West Virginia had long since been
organized. The mines were owned and operated by fiercely competitive and hard men, the
miners were owned and controlled by the company store. The difficulty of unionization
was increased by the geography of the place and by the paucity of roads, and of course by
the harsh tactics of the detectives hired to prevent the miners from organizing. It was not
an easy life for the miners.
The titled war itself, precipitated by the terrible conditions, the threats, lawsuits, and
murders that precipitated therefrom, actually turned out a bit of a “flash in the pan,” with
only 16 killed, although the forces were fairly large and even the evolving federal air forces
under General Billie Mitchell dropped a few bombs, however ineffectually, in a federal
effort to stem the conflict.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, January 19, 2015
There were 49 members and three guests present. President Mike Kremzar mentioned the
recent announcement of the upcoming retirement of Albert Pyle from the Mercantile
Library, Pyle being former member and President of the Literary Club. He also noted the
publication, in the Cincinnati Bar Association Journal of Stephen Strauss’ “Cincinnati Riot”
presented at the Club on September 15, 2014. After the evening’s paper, he informed the
group that next week’s budget would take the form of a debate between Tom Bennett, Joe
Dehner, and Fred McGavran.
Jim Wesner’s paper “L’Acadie Perdue; L’Acadie Retrouvée, Acadia Lost; Acadia Regained”
was read by Rich Lauff, as Jim was unable to attend the meeting because of illness.
With 10,000 French speakers under British control after the French had ceded Acadia (now
Nova Scotia) to the British in the Treaty of Utrecht of 1713, the Acadians had been left in a
delicate position. Catholic and with French ties they were unwilling to swear an oath of
allegiance to Great Britain, and although they claimed neutrality, eventually they were
driven from their Canadian homes in the 1750s, as Jim put it, “the first instance in North
American history of state-sponsored ethnic cleansing.” There is much detail in this paper,
interesting, complex, and beyond my ability to summarize. Suffice it to say that the
Acadians were scattered to places along the East Coast of America where they were not
entirely welcome. Some remained in Canada; others found their way to Louisiana where
they settled, some growing wealthy, others “the cajuns,” fished and trapped, “so that today
there are around 900,000 residents of Louisiana and southeast Texas who claim Acadian
descent.”
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, January 26, 2015
There were 11 guests and 48 members in attendance, as President Mike Kremzar asked for
a standing moment of silence for John Diehl, who died just a week before his 50th
anniversary of membership in the Club. John had been President of the Club and a long
term Club Historian.
Mike announced that the Trustees are making arrangements for a family event at the
Literary Club on Sunday, April 19. Members were asked to put it on their calendars and to
hold that date, as the event will be designed to have “broad appeal.” Do not snicker. Do not
shoot the messenger.
The Budget this evening was moderated, orchestrated, and judged by Tom Bennet, in the
spirit of reviving the debate format as favored by the pre-Civil War literary club. With an
added lesson in medieval philosophy, we were presented with the “utrum” by Tom himself,
i.e., “Whether it is the case that the use of Private Military and Security Forces by the
Executive branch of our government is a threat to democracy?” Then came the “Videtur” or
the affirmative by Joe Dehner, followed by the “Contra,” by Fred McGavran. Tom polled the
room before the debate, and a few of those present (8 or 10) disagreed with the
proposition.
The debate was lively and much enjoyed. Joe Dehner’s argument was that the PMCs,
private military companies, have captured more than 50% of our military budget and yet
are neither transparent nor accountable, being what amounts to a private army of the
president. Let me quote a bit:
According to the Manual of the Mercenary Soldier, … “You can go your whole career
and never be asked to take an oath.” Contract mercenaries are not subject to the
Uniform Code of Military Justice. The Geneva Conventions don’t apply. The US
insists on immunity from nations where they act, and no PMC employee has ever
been indicated in a US court for actions committed abroad.
The challenge to Fred McGavran was great, but he was up to it. Well, he was up to it right up
until the moment of the final vote. He assured the house that there was “Nothing to Fear.” His
argument was that there are just not enough Americans who want to fight wars, not as many
wars, anyway, as we seem to find ourselves in these days. I quote:
…like so many other tiring, dangerous, and tedious occupations, Americans just won’t do
it anymore. Can we seriously expect anyone with a chance at Wall Street riches or an
idea for an app that might make billions to risk his or her life against some black flagwaving maniac in a God forsaken desert?
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His most telling argument came, in this secretary’s opinion, when he faced the room and asked:
“how many men here told their sons or grandsons that they expected them to serve in Iraq or
Afghanistan. No takers, are there?”
The debate’s final act, the “responsio” by Tom Bennet, gave the win to Joe Dehner’s affirmative
argument, as did a final vote of the room. The number of those disagreeing at this point had
dropped to one or two.
Before adjournment, Bob Faaborg asked the president whether this budget format might be used
in the future (as he and Bill Sena had used a similar format in 2014) or whether it would require
presidential approval. No approval will be necessary.

Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, February 2, 2015
It was Groundhog Day, and only 1 guest and 42 members were present. The group was cheered
to learn that Louis Prince is recovering, and expecting to play bridge in the next week.
Stewart Maxwell read “I’ll be True to You in My Fashion,” a paper about his mother, Marilyn
Maxwell, a fashion model, who collected very expensive designer fashions — the sort that ends
up in museums, and did end up in several of them. Even a six year old Stewart, waiting for his
mother on an airport concourse, perhaps aided by the people nearby who thought that his mother
was probably a movie star, “realized that [his] mother, Marilyn… possessed the ‘trifecta-plus,’
style, glamour, and fashionableness ….” But she was, also, as Stewart explained to the starstruck observers, more importantly, his mom.
As a young boy, Stewart was at home among a cast of wealthy and influential friends and
acquaintances of his parents, and became expert himself in the intricacies of design and color
that were so important to his mother, even selecting outfits for her from time to time, such that he
was able in the years that followed to assist museum curators to understand and select pieces
from Marilyn’s many closets for their museum collections.
Next came Bill Sena’s Treasurer’s report. The Club’s finances remain in excellent condition,
with approximately $800,000 in liquid assets (not including Nico’s collection of excellent
liquor and wine) and a like amount in fixed assets, including the building in which we meet.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary

Minutes of the Literary Club, February 9, 2015
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There were 44 members and six guests. Mike Kremzar announced that Dale Flick will head the
memorial committee for John Diehl. He also announced that Lou Gatch has been a Literary
Club member for 50 years.
Then came Lew’s paper, “The Breakfast Club.” Some members might have seen the club of
Lew Gatch’s paper as a thinly veiled proxy for the Literary Club. Far from it — it isn’t veiled
at all. The original four members of this club were all lawyers, three of whom were
associates at the same distinguished law firm. Each Wednesday morning at breakfast, one
of them delivers a short paper on a subject of his choice, duly recorded for posterity,
another tells a joke to end the breakfast.
Three of the group come up with a scam, involving the marriage of a wealthy single person
to a destitute dying person, gaining a few dollars for the latter, an enormous tax benefit to
the estate of the former, and (they are lawyers, after all) a six figure payoff for them. The
scheme works as designed, until one of the dying persons fails to “live up,” if you’ll excuse
the expression, to his end of the bargain, i.e., he fails to die.
The group of three is exposed, tried, and incarcerated. They are paroled early, and the
Breakfast Club resumes, but now the members have decided to invite their wives to join
them. Some of you who weren’t here that evening may think that you can predict the
outcome of the club going co-ed, but in deference to the spirit of suspense, I’m not telling.

Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, February 23, 2015
There were 46 members and nine guests (among whom was the son of Honorary Member,
Charles Carothers). The February 16 meeting had been cancelled because of bad weather,
the first weather related cancellation since the 1976-77 season.
President Mike Kremzar noted the resignation from membership of Randy Bailey. On a
happier note, he anticipated the return to Cincinnati and to Regular membership status of
Jim Murray. He reminded the group of the open house event of Sunday, April 19 from 2:00
to 4:00 and noted the gift to the Library by Lew Gatch of In the Public Interest, The Life and
Work of Regional Planning Pioneer Ladislas Segoe.
Tony Covatta read his 23d paper, “In the Forests of the Night”.
“Events reverberate. The circles in the pond spread out and out in whispers to the edges of
space and time.”
And so it is with Tony’s thoughts and reminiscences of the soldiers who fought in two
battles, millennia apart. The first of these battles was the annihilation over several days of
the three legions of the Roman general Varus, lured to their destruction by the turncoat (or
was he a freedom fighter?) Arminius. It took place in a German forest, 2,000 years ago. The
more recent is the “Battle of the Bulge,” fought over more than a month, also in a European
forest, in the winter of 1944-45, where Tony’s then young father a 1st Lieutenant took part
in the fight. We know a bit about what happened to the Roman legions from the historian
Tacitus, but don’t know much about Varus and Arminius, because the records don’t tell us
much. Although we may know a great deal about what happened during “The Battle of the
Bulge,” we don’t know as much about Tony’s father as we would like to know, because he
didn’t talk much about his war experience.
The lost standards of the three Roman legions were later recovered by the Roman General
Germanicus, who had been sent out to retrieve them. Anthony Covatta Sr.’s uniforms, silent
reminders also, still hang in Tony’s closet.

Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, March 2 , 2015
Fifty members and six guests gathered and were reminded that it was on this very day
about 138 years ago that Literary Club member, Rutherford B. Hayes was elected President
of the United States, albeit by the Electoral College, having lost the popular vote count.
Robert Smith’s paper “An Irish Statesman and Literarian” is his third about Edmund Burke,
born in 1729 into a family forced into protestantism by the harsh laws of an oppressive
England that would not allow Catholics to enter the professions or Protestants to marry
Catholics. At first home-schooled and particularly fond of Marcus Tullius Cicero, Burke
eventually moved on to a school in County Kildare and then to Trinity College, Robert’s
own alma mater, where he formed a Literary Club. After a brief flirtation with the law,
Burke moved on to philosophy, art, London, and Parliament, where he became “the
supreme orator of his day.” There is no time here, nor reason for me to retell Robert’s
excellent story of Burke’s exceptional life, so I’ll leave that to Robert himself and the
version on the website.
Robert then presented the club with an oil painting replica of an original portrait of
Edmund Burke then in his 40s, the original painted by James Shackelton.
William Killen and Alfonso Lopez were elected to membership.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, March 9, 2015
President Kremzar welcomed 46 members and four guests. New members Al Lopez and
Bill Killen signed the Constitution. There were encouraging updates on the health status of
two ailing members.
Mike announced that Jack Davis has presented to the library a book on the life of a most
important Greek archeologist and Literary Club member. Carl W. Blegen: Personal and
Archaelogical Narratives was edited by Jack Davis and others.
Virginius Hall read to a very appreciative audience his paper, “Four Red Kings and a
Queen.” It wasn’t about chess, but about the struggle between the British and the French
for the control of North America in the early 18th Century. The British, distracted by
battles closer to home, had failed to send their navy to support the American colonists and
their Mohawk allies who had planned to take Quebec and Montreal. The frustrated
Americans decided to go right to the Queen with their grievences and took with them four
Mohawk chiefs, renamed kings, as not just anyone gets to visit with a queen. The rest reads
like a Mark Twain story. An overweight and gouty queen, a tippling consort, and the four
American aboriginese dressed, well almost fully dressed, in formal attire, who became the
toast of London society, a very funny story indeed.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
Minutes of the Literary Club, March 16, 2015
Vice-president Bill Pratt welcomed 48 members and 4 guests on this Spring-like evening.
He reminded us of the Member/Guest event planned for 2:00 to 4:00 on Sunday April 19.
Ted Silberstein outlined the trustees’ plans for that day and asked for volunteer docents.
At the end of the meeting, Dale Flick asked for text contributions to the Diehl memorial.
Then came Bob Watkins’ 13th paper, entitled “Troubadour of the West.” It is about Zane
Gray and the connection his novels made with a young Watkins, admitted by special
privilege into his grandmother’s library. Gray, born in Ohio in the late 19th century was
headed for a career in dentistry, which he even practiced, without the benefit of clergy, you
might say. He played a bit of semi-professional baseball, but his true love, as we all know,
was writing. His books sold in droves, and he wrote so much that new novels by him
continued to be published for 14 years after his death.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
Minutes of the Literary Club, March 23, 2015
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Fifty members and seven guests were present to learn from Bill Sena that Howard Thom
had died. There was a standing moment-of-silence.
President Kremzar noted the absence of Club Steward, Nicola Ranieri, who was in
Washington, D.C. giving a talk at the United States Patent Office and the Office of
Technology Transfer. He also announced that Club Member James Miller has been elected a
CAC emeritus Board Member. He reminded members to respond to the RSVP for the April
19 event.
Frank Koucky read his 8th paper, “Overwatch: The Cult of the Sniper.”
“Vasili Zaitsev was a great hero to all the Soviet Union and the founder of the Red Army’s
‘Cult of the Sniper,’ a field sniper school forged from desperation in Stalingrad’s ruins. That
school and its graduate snipers grew to supply badly needed heroic news and propaganda
and spread his tactics and skills to sniper schools worldwide.” Frank’s is the story of war,
weapons of war, long range shooting, and the inspiration provided by Zeitsev, the first of
the world’s great snipers. It’s about the German Panzer Divisions and of the Red Army
which defeated them against almost impossible odds.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, March 30, 2015
There were sixty-one members and seven guests in attendance when Vice-President Bill
Pratt called the meeting to order. There were announcements concerning a memorial
service for Howard Thom, the recognition by the Ohio Library Association of John
Bracketta and that Jim Fitzgerald will be temporary Director of The Contemporary Arts
Center.
Rich Lauf announced that there will be a seminar for newer members on the preparation of
Literary Club papers to be held at the University Club on May 4th between 4:30 and 5:30,
followed by dinner. The seminar will be led by Gibby Carey and Polk Laffoon.
Jim Fitzgerald began the Budget presentation with his paper “A good Life,” a paean to his
father, whose lifetime spanned the years from the late 1880s to1983, including a stint in
WWI, the flu epidemic, a late start in a very successful college career, a wife and child lost
in childbirth, a second family, and a succesful career. As Jim describes it:
The grandson of Irish immigrants, raised on a family farm in the Midwest, he
answered the call of his country to fight its enemy across the sea. He returned
home, finished his education, started a family and built a successful life. Like many
others he faced great loss and disappointments, but always remained strong and
true.
Continuing with a theme centered on the time of WWI, Tom Murphy read “A Contagion’s
Tale,” a graphic story of the outbrake of the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1918. This horrible
epidemic eventually infected 20% of the world’s population, and killed 20% of those
infected. Although the name applied to the flu, suggested that it was the Spanish who
brought it, in fact evidence suggests that it was the British import of Chinese laborers in
WWI, who brought the flue from home.
In Cincinnati, where 4,000 died, “they ordered the closing of all schools, churches, movie
houses, theaters and any other public or private gathering whether indoors or outdoors.
Restaurants and saloons, however, remained open…. The halls of the Literary Club fell
silent. Not since the Civil War had our members been forced to find other diversions on
nights regularly scheduled for literary pursuits.”
Jerry Kathman’s paper was “GHOSTS OF THE RHINE : Anti-German hysteria in Cincinnati
in 1917 and its vestiges today,” the story of quite another sort of contageon. Although at the
beginning of the 20th Century, well over half of Cincinnati’s population was of German origin,
the outbreak of WWI brought forth an hysterical reaction to all things German. Streets and
businesses were renamed, citizens suspected of collaboration lost their jobs; some were arrested,
many incarcerated.
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The paper celebrates German culture and learning, and mourns the loss of positive feeling in the
face of German militarism in two wars. Jerry, nevertheless keeping his sense of humor, reminds
us that in the view of some, we won the second of these wars because “our Germans were better
than their Germans.” He notes the rising worldwide view of Germany, and ended the Budget
with an invitation to the house to join him in a Reingheist.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, April 6, 2015
It was the Reds’ Opening day and the final night of the NCAA men’s basketball tournament,
and a scant thirty-seven members and four guests were present, leaving a surplus of
cookies at the end that some of us likely came to regret as we stepped on the scale Tuesday
morning. President Mike Kremzar informed us that there would be no business meeting
this evening, necessatating the postponement of a vote on a new membership.
Mike informed the group that the Club website had been down for a good part of the day as
a result of the host moving our site to a new server. The site is back in order.
Bill Sena read his paper, “Haunted by the Greatest Generation.” In about half the time of
most Literary Club papers, Bill got to the point that he is unhappy with the direction of our
country, in which we praise a mythical version of our democracy and attempt to export it
to other nations, at great cost of lives and treasure, when all the time we are controlled by
the rich and the special interests. He quoted Rousseau as follows:
Nothing is more dangerous than the influence of private interests in public affairs,
and the abuse of the laws by the government is less evil than the corruption of the
legislator, which is the inevitable sequel to private points of view.

Bill argued that whether Americans find our government benevolent or malevolent depends a
great deal upon how rich we are.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
Minutes of the Literary Club, April 13, 2015
There were 45 members and no guests as President Mike Kremzar opened the meeting. It
was announced that a substitute paper for that expected from Peter Lowry would be
needed.
Randolph Wadsworth read his 18th paper, entitled “From Coleridge to Barbette: Variations
on a Theme,” and the theme was “suspension of disbelief,” as Ducky put it:
In a theatrical production, needless to say, the director, the cast, and
their support troops all have their obligations to the playwright’s
vision, while we in the audience have a reciprocal responsibility to
use our imagination, to piece out the author’s and the players’
imperfections with our thoughts.
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The examples he used to carry his point ranged from the nearly ridiculous, Barbette, a
comic-acrobatic Circus performer to the more nearly sublime, Laurence Olivier playing
Ibsen. A lesser actor playing Hamlet sheds his character for a moment to berate an
audience member, thus losing the audience. Olivier, on the other hand, uses a minor
disturbance (by Ducky’s wife Sally) to affirm his character. And there’s more — lots
more….
After the paper, Steve Schweller, was elected to membership.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
Minutes of the Literary Club, April 20, 2015
There were forty-six members and four guests who witnessed Steve Schweller signing the
Constitution.
President Mike Kremzar noted that Tom Cuny is now President of the Board of Prokids.
Mike thanked and complimented those responsible for the successful event held on April
19.
Philip Diller read his first paper, “Pilgrimage to Sonoma,” about a gathering of his brothers,
meant to honor the memory of their recently deceased father. The brothers had agreed
that like the pilgrims to Canterbury they would each tell four stories relating to their
relationships with their father and the meaning of those relationships to each of them.
They met in an Italianate villa with a great view and a stock of good wine. There were few
rules and the stories could be bawdy or not. Here Phil related, in shortened versions the
stories he told, in hopes of winning the prize: a nice bottle of Merlot and a free dinner.
The stories included exploding bottles of homemade wine, a lesson in tolerance, finding a
drunk asleep in the backyard, an alcoholic abused spouse, a heart attack, and the
importance of books, all well told. As Phil summed it up, “Stories matter. They capture the
stuff of life, and Chaucer was right, sharing stories is a great way to entertain on a pilgrimage.”
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
Minutes of the Literary Club, April 27, 2015
Vice-President Bill Pratt gavelled fifty-one members and six guests to order, announcing that
President Mike Kremzar was unable to attend because of a family medical matter.
Ted Silberstein announced the availability of an updated guided tour of the Literary Club’s art
objects.
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Bill Pratt announced that both Kingston Fletcher and Peter Lowry have been accorded Associate
Membership status, as a result of their recent moves away from Cincinnati.
Then, here came three with a budget, in the form of a debate, the topic of which was Thomas
Piketty’s fat and perhaps monumental book, Capital in the Twenty-First Century — a topic that
the debate moderator, Tom Bennet called “mind numbing,” an assessment with which I find it
difficult to disagree. It would all come down, according to Tom, to Picketty’s proposal for “[a]
steeply progressive annual tax on wealth.” How much wealth? How much tax? Not so clear.
Tom first presented a brief history of economics, beginning with prehistoric man bringing down
a mastadon and creating the first economic problem — who gets what part of the mastadon?
Bennett gave us Adams Smith, Marx and Engles, the world wars, Kuznets, and finally Piketty
himself. A tour de force, but possibly like the referee at the start of a heavy-weight boxing match
presenting a 12 minute history of human combat as the contestants stand by and glare at one
another and the audience chants for blood.
On the affirmative side was Bill Sena, who first spoke of his recent trip to Thailand, where he
met a man who was wildly wrong about the size of the population of Indonesia, equally wrong
about the oil reserves of Malaysia, but right about the fact that 12 families control about 95% of
the wealth in Europe. This generated a conversation about Piketty and the concentration of
wealth. Bill explained that there are people with obscene levels of wealth and that we don’t even
know who they are. Fortunately, none of them live in Ohio or attend our meetings. But they are
controlling our legislators to their own benefit, and must, presumably, be stopped by taxing their
excess wealth.
Rich Lauf, on the negative side, was having none of that! He suggested that economists who
cannot predict a disaster like the 2008 market meltdown even a few months early, have a lot of
nerve suggesting a drastic remake of the world economy based on 40 year forecasts. If you tax
wealth, the wealthy will hide it. Rich’s arguments with Pikkety went well beyond the
capabilities of this reporter to explain in brief. Unfortunately for the debate format, they also
went well beyond anything his opponent ever asserted.
There were rebuttals and a few impatient words, and then contributions from the audience.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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Minutes of the Literary Club, May 4, 2015
There were sixty-one members and eight guests present, as Mike Kremsar rapped the
gavel. It was announced that the former Literary Club house, on 8th Street, now owned by
the Archdiocese of Cincinnati, will be the site of the Archdiocesan Archives, and that an
open house will be held on May 19, to which we are welcome.
The Club’s Kindle is now up and running and available to borrow from the Library.
Peter Briggs read his paper, “Chamberlain,” which was in part a reminiscence of early days
in Maine, prompted by elderly relatives who wanted him to write a bit of family history. In
that vein, he writes of two older brothers who served in WWII, of a trip as a camp
counsellor, of the Wellesley Tigers Sports Club, of campfires, roasted marshmallows, and
home-made ice cream. He writes of Maine’s rural schools and rural poverty, of energy
powered by the tides, the vastness of Maine itself and camping there with his father, and
finally of Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain, a youthful intellectual phenom, an autodidact who
taught himself Greek in order to be admitted to Bowdoin, a distinguished professor, a
wounded Civil War hero, posthumously promoted to brigadier general, but surprisingly,
many years before his death, a four-term governor of Maine, and later Bowdoin’s president.
The minutes were read, and then Bill Sena announced a $116,000 unrestricted gift from the
estate of Bill Friedlander, suggesting that about $60,000 of this go to the building fund
bringing it to $100,000, and placing the remainder in the Endowment Fund, bringing it to
$720,000. Bill recommended that the Curry Fund of $95,000 should be combined with the
Endowment Fund, as well. There was discussion of this latter recommendation and
agreement that after consultation with Lew Gatch, who had been Curry’s attorney, Bill
would return to the Club with a report on these issues at some future meeting.
The meeting was then adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary

Minutes of the Literary Club, May 11, 2015
There were forty-one members and eleven guests, attendance likely held back by dire
weather predictions and a Cincinnati Reds game competing for parking.
President Mike Kremzar recognized Dale Flick who announced that on May 19 there will be
an open-house at the former Literary Club location on 8th Street to celebrate the opening of
the new site of the Archives for the Archiocese of Cincinnati.
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Mike also announced that there was a new supply of Makers Mark Cask Strength Bourbon
at the bar, supplied by Jerry Kathman.
Fred McGavran brought his story “A Tomb for Demrick Fauston.” His hero is a priest, who
serves an obscenely wealthy man who is obsessed with his mortality and with the fact that he had
killed his brother (albeit accidentally), stashed the body , and pinned the killing on an innocent
young man who has been executed for it. He is surrounded by sleazy obsequious lawyers, one of
whom has even removed and disposed of the Fauston’s brother’s remains. It is a story full of
quips and other fun as Demrick Fauston, who made millions as other suffered through a
recession, plans for himself a funeral and a final resting place that will be fit for a Pharaoh.
After a reminder that a Board meeting would follow, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary

Minutes of the Literary Club, May 18, 2015
President Kremzar gaveled forty-eight members and six guests to order on election
evening. News was thin, with a missing umbrella sharing stage with the fact that there
would be no meeting next week. There was a reminder that the Annual Outing will be held
at the Indian Hill home of Lew Gatch on June 15. Directions thereto will be provided.
Eugene Rutz read his first paper, “Speaker for the Dead.” He takes his idea from the novel
Ender’s Game, in which a speaker, “an individual willing to stand by the grave and say what
the dead person would have said about their life, ‘with full candor, hiding no faults and
pretending no virtues’” thus making the point that “the deceased was a person of value
with a story worth sharing.” And so, Eugene took this opportunity to speak for Frederick
Cletus Curtis III, a most unlikely friend, born in the 1950s and raised by his grandparents
in Northern California.
He got a degree in chemistry at Berkeley in the 1970s, but the chemistry he was most
interested in was that of mind-altering drugs. He worked for Dow, but moved on to
working for the Hell’s Angels, putting his experience with pot, LSD, and such to good use.
He fathered children on both sides of the Atlantic, eventually abandoning them. Coming
eventually to Cincinnati and living a hardscrabble life, he met up with Eugene with whom
he shared an unusual friendship and the warmth of Eugene’s family. He died at age 60, just
a couple of years ago. As Eugene describes him:
He was an example of resilience and showed me how to be content with few
possessions. He taught me how to reach out to others and to see that kindness can
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be displayed in any setting .… and helped me to understand the worth of every
individual.
Literary Club elections were next, with the following results: Bill Pratt - President, Paul
Franz - Vice-President, Richard Lauf - Clerk, Jim Myers - Secretary, Bill Sena - Treasurer,
and Ted Silberstein - Trustee through 2018. The final four of these were elections by
acclamation, rather than paper ballots.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary

Minutes of the Literary Club, June 1, 2015 (notes courtesy of Mark Schlachter)
60 attended 5 of those were guests.
Dale Flick read a memorial for John Diehl.
Stewart Maxwell has been in touch with Kristin Spangenberg (curator at Cincinnati Art
Museum) about some of our old photographs of members, that will be scanned, re-matted and
studied.
Stephen Phillips read his paper, “Reba,” the story of a young girl’s difficult journey from Odessa
Texas back home to Tennyson Indiana by train, having retrieved the body of her recently
deceased father. She clutches her Bible, which is a recent birthday gift and travels opposite a
kind and gentle older man. As the journey goes on we learn more about Reba’s first sixteen
years. We learn about her hard-luck father, who had difficulty holding down a job, and her
equally hard-luck mother many of whose children had died. We learn of her work on the
telephone exchange and other efforts to help hold her family together. And finally, we learn that
Reba is Steve’s aunt and that her baby sister is his mother.
The meeting closed with the election of the Club's youngest member - Nicholas Trelka
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary

Minutes of the Literary Club, June 8, 2015
For the final meeting of the year in our Fourth Street home, there were thirty-seven
members and four guests. President Mike Kremzar, reminded the group of next week’s
outing at the home of Lew Gatch. He then introduced Ed Burdell, to read a memorial for
deceased member Chuck Judd. New member, Nick Trelka signed the constitution.
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Then Anderson Cobb read his first paper, “People, Places, and Things.” It is at first a gentle
and rambling reminiscence of a youth spent in the rural south, with reflections on race and
recollections of poverty and hope, a second hand bicycle, a first car on its last legs, a trip to
his new home in Cincinnati, art school, a letter from an old friend who had fallen on hard
times. And then the pace picks up as the reflections of an older man on times past:
In times before…
I use to wonder why birthdays, and getting out of school in the summertime
were always slow to come around, and yet so quick… to go rushing past.
I use to wonder how a job at the mill, and car payment, could stir conversation
for hours… And how doctor visits, and growing old, were feared so much.
and later, ….
And for a time… I forget, that so many of the People, Places, Faces and
Things… have already gone, and many others, like me, are growing old…
So I sit, and gaze intently at a worn out picture of a little boy with a playful
puppy… and lament, oh… to be young once again!

Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
Minutes of the Literary Club, June 15, 2015
The summer outing was at the Indian Hill home of Lew and Noralee Gatch and was ably
supported by Nico and the Queen City Club staff. There was a photo taken of the 61
members who were present. There was a toast to Herb Curry, whose bequest helps to fund
the outing. There was also a toast to Literary Club members who had died in the past year:
Chuck Judd, Leonard Meranus, John Diehl, Bill Friedlander, and Howard Tomb. There were
thanks to the staff and to our hosts.
After dinner, Joe Dehner delivered his fourth paper, “Awakenings,” revealing perhaps, some
of Joe’s good dreams and bad dreams. As for the bad dream, imagine belonging to a literary
club that required you and four others to deliver budget papers five out of every six weeks
on a theme provided by the sixth member. The papers to be delivered in the last week
before summer break (with Joe narrating and sometimes singing), were on the subject: “If
no one had expected anything of me.” This is where, and I’m only guessing, Joe’s good
dreams come in. The first of Joe’s characters, nicknamed “Serious” by his colleagues, would
have been a stand-up comic, the second, a corporate leader, would have become an ultrareligious follower, as the real need is not for leaders but for followers. The third, a
physician, in similar vein would have become a “seeker of the God,” trying out all religions.
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The fourth, a Catholic archbishop, would be a shameless womanizer, and the fifth, a
financial advisor, would have become a famous singer. It was, in a way, five papers with
flawless delivery -- ending our year.
After the paper, President Mike Kremzar handed the gavel to new president Bill Pratt who
delivered remarks on the past year and hopes for the next. With golf clubs in evidence and
rumor of an imminent chipping contest on the Gatch front lawn, the last meeting of the year
was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Myers, Secretary
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